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1. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of vortex Rossby waves as a mecha-
nism governing spiral rainbands in hurricanes has been
studied extensively in recent years. In the absence of
a well-defined timescale separation between “fast” and
“slow” wave modes, vortex Rossby waves have only
been isolated from gravity waves by the use of fil-
tered models (e.g., Montgomery and Kallenbach 1997;
Möller and Montgomery 2000; and others) or normal
mode models (Guinn and Schubert 1993). Although
observational analysis (Reasor et al. 2000) and nu-
merical simulations using 3D primitive equation models
(e.g., Chen and Yau 2001, Wang 2001) show that inner
spiral rainbands exhibit characteristics of vortex Rossby
waves , it is still desirable to isolate vortex Rossby waves
from gravity waves and to ascertain their sole effect on
the structure and intensity changes of hurricanes.

Conventional principal component analysis can be
used to extract statistical significant modes which may
not bear any dynamical meaning. In this study, we
apply empirical normal mode (ENM) theory to decom-
pose the wave modes. The ENM method, invented
by Brunet (1994), takes the advantage of the con-
servation law for wave activity. It is capable of de-
composing simultaneously wind and thermal fields into
dynamically consistent and orthogonal modes. Wave
activities and Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux associated with
each ENM are also valuable to provide information on
wave-mean-flow interactions.

2. WAVE ACTIVITIES AND ENM

The model equations used to construct the bilin-
ear form of the wave activities are the primitive equa-
tions in storm-following cylindrical and isentropic coor-
dinates (r, λ, θ). By assuming small amplitude distur-
bances and by linearizing the equations about a time-
mean symmetric basic state, the generalized conserva-
tion law for two wave activities can be found: pseudo-
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momentum density J and pseudo-energy density A.
The azimuthally averaged equation for J is
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, u is the radial wind,

v the tangential wind, σ the isentropic density, q the
potential vorticity (PV), p the pressure, M the Mont-
gomery function, and S the forcing term. γ is the radial
gradient of the basic state PV. A subscript zero signifies
the basic state quantities, a prime the small amplitude
disturbance, and an overbar the azimuthal average. J
contains two terms. The second term includes the PV
disturbance and the PV gradient. It is therefore the
vortical component or the vortex Rossby wave compo-
nent. The first term is associated with density per-
turbation and hence is the gravitational component or
gravity wave component. The second and the third
terms in (1) represent the divergence of the EP flux,
which is related to the mean tangential wind change
(e.g., Schubert 1985; Molinari et al. 1995). A posi-
tive EP flux divergence indicates that the eddies induce
positive torque on the hurricane, and vice versa.

The basic approach of ENM is to find eigenvectors of
a covariance matrix whose elements are in the form of
a wave activity (pseudo-momentum in this study). An
eigenvalue denotes how much wave activity an ENM
carries and conserves. ENM method has been used to
diagnose gravity waves (Charron and Brunet 1999) and
Rossby waves (Zadra et al. 2002) in general circula-
tion model output and global analysis dataset. In our
case, the dataset is the output of a hurricane simula-
tion using high-resolution PSU-NCAR nonhydrostatic
mesoscale model (MM5) (see Chen and Yau 2001 for
details).

3. RESULTS

The 24-hour time mean and azimuthal mean state is
chosen as the basic state, which indicates a ring struc-
ture in the mean PV field. Wave activity spectra for
azimuthal wavenumber one and two anomalies suggest
the existence of both retrograde and prograde waves.



The leading modes contribute 85% of the total pseudo-
momentum which in turn is dominated by the vortical
component. This explains why the wavenumber 1 and
2 inner spiral rainbands in hurricanes, both observed
and simulated with full-physics models, exhibit vortex
Rossby wave characteristics.

As an example of the wave modes diagnosed, we
show in Fig. 1 the time series (principal components) of
the first two leading modes for wavenumber 2 anoma-
lies. The two series show the same time period (about 1
hour) but with a phase lag of 16 min. They contribute
about equally (11% and 10.5%) to the total wave ac-
tivity and form an azimuthally retrograde wavenumber
2 vortex Rossby wave.

The EP flux for this pair of ENMs (Fig. 2) show that
this vortex Rossby wave is concentrated in the inner-
core region where the radial gradient of the basic state
PV is large and negative. In general, the EP flux in-
dicates wave activities propagate outward in the lower
troposphere and inward in the upper troposphere. Con-
sequently, the wave transport eddy momentum radially
inward and outward, respectively. The wave activities
also propagate slowly upward inside the eyewall and
downward outside. The associated eddy heat transport
tends to warm the air in the eye region. The divergence
of the EP flux indicates that the waves tend to acceler-
ate the mean tangential wind in the lower and middle
troposphere inside and outside the eyewall but cause a
deceleration of the mean tangential wind aloft in the
eyewall region.
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Figure 1: Time series of wavenumber 2 ENM 1 and 2.
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Figure 2: EP flux vectors (in unit of m Kg K−1 s−2

in horizontal direction and of Kg s−2 in vertical direc-
tion) and their divergence (in unit of 105 Kg K−1 s−2,
contour intervals are 2) for wavenumber 2 ENM 1 and
2.


